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TITLE 

CRITERIA FOR A TRAIN DEPARTING FROM A PLATFORM 

ORIGINATOR SUBJECT RELATED TO 

EBC TSI LOC PAS (2011/291/EU) 

DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND EXPLANATION 

Introduction 

Despite installation of detection systems, dangerous incidents relating to passengers 
or objects becoming trapped upon door closure are still a relevant risk at railway 
operation. A number of recent and current legal cases which relate to incidents of this 
nature are underlining this. 

The associated Risk Severity for the Hazard of trapping passengers in doors and 
subsequent departure from a platform is typically considered to be falling into a 
category of  

-severe life threatening injuries up to a single casualty 

due to the potential of trapped passengers being dragged along and forced to collide 
with obstacles or indeed trapped objects becoming dislodged and projected at 
significant momentum towards persons. 

As a less indirectly safety related side effect: Passengers becoming accidentally 
separated from minor infants or from their pets with the lead trapped in the door are 
usually considered by RUs to also avail of this function. 

With driver-only operations the mitigation of a guard supervising the closure of doors 
and confirming that no passenger/ object is trapped is increasingly becoming obsolete. 

As part of the mitigation strategy against the mentioned core risk, it was always 
considered, that other passengers would upon taking notice of the incident use the 
nearest passenger emergency brake device to keep the train from departing - or if the 
train is already accelerating – to stop it as fast as possible at or near the platform. 

In recent years trains have increasingly become fitted with emergency override 
systems to prevent them from being stopped by passengers inside long tunnels (or 
other unsuitable locations) where mass evacuation or treatment of fire on board could 
not be effectively performed. With this system activated, a passenger emergency 
brake request could be deferred by up to 15min. 

From the above it becomes clear, that the Instant need for stopping a train after a door 
related incident and the need for emergency brake override are two concurrent safety 
requirements which require a clearly defined status transition upon departure of a train 
from a platform. The first function must be active in the Platform Zone, the second 
when traveling on the Open Line. 

It is considered by NB-Rail, that this is addressed by 

 

TSI LOC PAS (2011/291/EU) 4.2.5.3.:  

“Criteria for a train departing from a platform: 
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“A train is deemed to be departing from a platform during the period of time elapsing 
between the moment when door status is changed from ‘released’ to ‘closed and 
locked’ and the moment when the last vehicle has left the platform. 

This moment shall be detected by an onboard device. If the platform is not physically 
detected, the train is deemed to have left the platform when: 

— the speed of the train reaches 15 (+/- 5) km/h, or: 

— the distance covered is 100 (+/- 20) m, 

whichever occurs first.” 

 

Discussion 

The first requirement is based on presence of an on-board device to physically detect 
the platform. This is not common practice and therefore practically all RST will need to 
comply with the combination of the two later requirements. 

Assuming linear acceleration, a train accelerating covers the distance: 

                                                     s=1/(2a)*v². 

Further: 3.6km/h=1m/s. 

Modern MU train sets accelerate typically with 0.8 m/s² to 1,2 m/s². 

Assuming typically 1m/s² this would result in a distance of s=8.7m travelled within 4,1s 
until reaching 15km/h. This timeframe is considered to be very low to allow passengers 
to notice an incident and to react and activate an emergency brake device. 

Further the second requirement of 100m distance to be covered would (with the 
exclusion of extremely slow accelerating trains) never become relevant. 

 

It was brought to the attention of NB Rail by applicants and NSAs, that the speed limit 
of the train as stated above is very low for a train with fast acceleration. With an 
alternative threshold of 15 (+/- 5) m/sec, the reaction time would be longer: 

 

Assuming again typically 1m/s² this would result in a distance of s=112,5m travelled 

within 15s until reaching 15m/s. This timeframe is considered to be reasonable for 

passengers to notice an incident and to react and activate an emergency brake device. 

Further it very obviously relates well to the third requirement of 100m distance to be 

covered. 

 

Conclusion  

Based on discussions between ERA and NB Rail, ERA has advised on 19.03.2014, 
that solely the Applicant and not the NoBo is responsible for ensuring compliance of 
the vehicle with all Essential Requirements of 2008/57/EC – including that for “Safety”. 
The NoBo shall be responsible for the verification of compliance to TSI requirements 
only. 

The aforementioned requirement for a speed threshold of 15(+/- 5)km/h is deemed by 
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ERA to give compliance with the TSI. 

As the TSI uses the term “is deemed”, this given requirement is not mandatory. The 
Applicant may decide to establish an alternative requirement to the speed threshold of 
15km/h. This may be a suitable time interval instead of a speed threshold.  

E.g. such as is defined in the current draft of prEN16334:2014 or the current draft of 
TSI L&P (the application of this solution is strongly recommended, as it represents the 
harmonised solution of the future TSI).  

In such a case, the Applicant shall justify that the chosen Alternative Solution allows to 
meet the remaining requirements expressed within the TSI. This must consider the 
actual acceleration capabilities of the train and any further technical or operational 
mitigations. 

 

The Nobo must then only assess  

- compliance of the vehicle with the requirement as defined by the Applicant, and  

- if the requirement complies to the mandatory TSI requirements. 

 

RFU PROPOSAL 

The Applicant is responsible to define a project specific and appropriate requirement 
for the detection of the end of the platform zone under TSI LOC&PAS 2011/291/EC 

4.2.5.3. He shall provide justification on how this Alternative Solution meets the mandatory 
TSI requirements. The NoBo must then assess only whether or not the vehicle complies 
with this Alternative Solution and the mandatory TSI requirements. 

 

DATE OF AGREEMENT AT NB RAIL PLENARY MEETING 

07/05/2014 

 


